
 Dragon-maker’s Handbook    

 Dan Reeder 

 Full-color, illustrated  

 instructions for creating a  

 dragon from papier-mâché. 

 Donated by Mary Allen,  

 October 2015.  

 Fountas & Pinnell: M 

 

 

               Fungi / Elaine Pascoe  

   Describes the characteristics   

    of fungi along with specific 

members of this class, includ-  

    ing mushrooms, molds, and 

lichens. Fountas & Pinnell: R 

 

 

 Music Alive!  

 A unique educational music 

 magazine and listening program  

 developed for music classes in  

 grades 5-10.The magazine  

 brings the excitement and  

 breadth of the music world into  

 the classroom, covering every  

 genre from classical to rap, from  

 bluegrass to bebop. Donated by 

Emilia Kister. Fountas & Pinnell: V 

 
                     Insect Pollinators  

                  Jennifer Boothroyd  

        Simple text describes the    

           pollination process and  

       gives examples of insects    

                         that pollinate.  

               Fountas & Pinnell:  J 

 
 

            Horses: Breeds, Cultures,  

     Traditions / Susanna Cottica  

  Photographs and text describe    

   the history and role of horses,  

44 horse breeds in 24 countries,  

  riding schools, sporting events,  

  folk festivals and folklore from  

                       around the world.  

                 Fountas & Pinnell:  Z 

 

 

 Untamed: The Wild Life of Jane  

 Goodall / Anita Silvey, forward  

 by Jane Goodall 

 This biography traces Goodall's  

 life with each chapter focusing  

 on two or more of the chim- 

 panzees that she observed.   

 This book also explores the  

 ethical issues that surround  

 Goodall's work and shows 

what has changed in our understanding of Great 

Apes. Fountas & Pinnell: V 

 
                Brown Girl Dreaming  

                Jacqueline Woodson 

In free-verse poems Jacqueline 
Woodson shares her childhood  

  memories along with the first   

 sparks that ignited her writing 

    career. She divulges aspects    

 about her family and growing 

      up in the North and South. 

                Fountas & Pinnell: S 
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 Tear Soup: A Recipe for Healing   

 After Loss / Pat Schwiebert and  

 Chuck DeKlyen 

 Grandy cooks up her own  

 unique batch of "tear soup" after  

 the death of her husband. With  

 a big pot she has plenty of room  

 for all the memories, the experi- 

 ences, all the feelings and tears  

 to bring comfort and help her 

go on with life. Offers advice whether it is you or a 

child or a friend who is the cook.  Fountas & Pinnell: P 

 

 

               Hannah’s Collections  

                        Marthe Jocelyn 

Unable to decide which of her  

    many collections to take to  

    school, Hannah surveys her  

 collections of buttons, shells, 

feathers, and other wonderful  

  objects.  She problem-solves  

  and comes up with a unique  

                and clever solution.  

               Fountas & Pinnell: L 

 

 

 The Name Jar  

 Yangsook Choi 

 Having just arrived from Korea   

 with her family, Unhei is  

 anxious about making friends  

 and worried that no one at  

 school will be able to pro- 

 nounce her name. Unhei's  

 classmates help her decide on  

 a name. Fountas & Pinnell: N 

 
 

       Rocket Man / Jan L. Coates   

     Thirteen-year-old Bob has a  

    lot of challenges to face: the  

 school bully, the feeling that he    

     would be better off invisible,   

   and above all, the reality that  

       his father is suffering from  

    inoperable brain cancer. But  

          Bob's keen desire to play     

          basketball—and help his   

       father—transforms his life.  

                 Fountas & Pinnell: S 

 

 A Pearls Before Swine  

 Collection: King of the Comics   

 Stephan Pastis 

 Pearls Before Swine’s motley  

 crew is back in King of the  

 Comics—where chaos is king  

 and every page is filled with  

 turbulence and shipwrecks of  

 titanic proportions.  

                                       Fountas & Pinnell: T 

 

 Roller Girl / Victoria Jamieson  

      A graphic novel adventure   

      about a girl who discovers    

      roller derby right as she is  

      about to move into middle  

       school and as she and her   

 best friend are growing apart.          

               Fountas & Pinnell: Q 


